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home

Home Staging: Driving
The Right Mindset Sells!

down one road, you may find three

to five houses for sale. This is the

real estate market we are in today. What does this mean?

Simply, that your house is not the only one a potential buyer

is viewing. There are many homes on the market with the

same price, style, size and even in the same area or on the

same road as yours. With buyers having so many options,

STORY AND PHOTOGRAPHY you as a seller have to position your property to stand out

BY JhSSICA rlRONt in a buyer's mind as one of the best options available.

Many sellers have the following mindsets:

I am selling my house, so there is no way I am putting

more money into it.

I think my house looks great and everyone says it's

pretty, so buyers will like it.

Whoever buys my house will probably want to change it

and update it anyway, so I'm not going to do anything because

they should be able to do it the way they want.
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With these mindsets, your house If you think buyers would want bite. How can you make your home

will not sell in today's market unless to change something, do not leave stand out in the crowd? Home Stag-

you drop the price to rock bottom, and it for them to change! Go ahead and ing addresses everything you need to

even then sometimes it will not move. change it for them. Enlist the advice of present your house in the best possible

What is wrong with these mindsets? a professional to make sure you invest manner for buyers. This is one of the

You are forgetting that buyers have so money in something that will appeal most beneficial services you can utilize

many choices. If you do not put money to as many buyers as possible. The when trying to sell your home. Home

into your house to properly prepare it for majority of the population is not able staging approaches your property from

sale and bring it up to the expectations of to visualize, so they feel like what they a buyer's perspective and makes recom-

buyers, they will walk right past to your see is what they get. If you do not make mendations and changes that will help

neighbor who has taken these steps. these changes, once again, they will your house be more marketable.

You may think your house is move on to a similar house that has the

gorgeous, and other people may too, updates they are looking for, or even

but just because someone thinks it is a new construction home for the same

pretty does not mean it would suit cost as yours. Above: Home Staging addresses
them if it were theirs. It is important It is vital to do everything in your everything you need to present your

.   , »      ., ... .        . ..   ... house in the best possible manner
to create a neutral atmosphere that is power to set your home apart in this

not taste specific, so that buyers feel market. You cannot just put a "For

like the house could be theirs. Sale" sign up and expect someone to

for buyers.
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What is Home Staging? road. It helps draw them into your house, statistics released in 2009 by the Real

Think about retail merchandising. and then once they are in, it creates a Estate Staging Association (RESA) show

Stores spend lots of time, money and presentation. The presentation estab- astounding results and include homes

energy creating visual displays for their lishes an emotional connection with the from the Wilmington, NC, area in their

windows and throughout the store. They buyer, highlights the unique features of study. You can check out these statistics at

make these investments because they your house, and helps guide them to the www.realestatestagingassociation.com.

understand the importance of presenta- different focal points throughout. Home It is worth making investments in the

tion. Window displays are specifically Staging involves a multitude of elements home you are trying to sell. It will save

designed to catch people's attention, pique        that bring your house to its optimal mar- and even make you more money in the

their curiosity and draw them into the keting potential. long run with faster sales and higher offers,

store. In-store displays are strategically This service addresses areas that There are approximately 1,000 homes

created to highlight products that would include curb appeal, color, flow, layout, up-        for sale in Leland and more than 3,500

interest buyers and guide them through dates, repairs, lighting, clutter, cleanliness,       homes for sale in Wilmington. With these

different points in the store. organization, room function, furniture, numbers, it is essential to make sure your

Home Staging is essentially visual assets, distractions, storage and more. home is staged to sell and makes a positive

merchandising for your product — Your Statistics show that staged homes sell        first impression with buyers, because you

House. It creates a visual display to catch at least 50 percent faster on average and may not get a second chance,

people's attention online and from the typically for higher offers. New staging Another important point to think
about is that buyers search online first, so

you have to make sure your house shows

well in photos also. Vacant homes are dif¬

ficult to show online because the size and

function of rooms are not portrayed well.

Sometimes we think an occupied home

may look fine in person, but if you look

at photos, you can't focus on the house. It

often looks cluttered with furniture and

decor. Most people search online first to

narrow down the houses they want to

look at in person, so make sure your pho¬

tos show your house in the best light!

Houses are still selling. However,

with so many out there, it is important

to have the right mindset and take steps

to make sure yours is competitive with

the best of the best. Home Staging makes

IS not taste Specific SO that this process easier for you, so talk to a

buyers feel like the house COUld local Home Staging company if you are

thinking about selling your house or

already have it on the market.

Jessica Pirone is the owner of Just

Perfect! Home Staging. Learn more about

Just Perfect! by visiting her website at

www.justperfecthomestaging.com or

(910) 251-7711.
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